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Introduction
In the paper we consider skilled tasks that are done by a human-like robot in outdoor unstructured environment when working interactively by a human operator. Skilled tasks we understand as tasks, which -like when humans do them -are non-trivial to perform and they demand learning or training before can be successfully executed. Typically such tasks may also fail and require several trials. Performing requires use of senses and creation of a mini-plan, which takes into account the present situation. The mini-plan, which may also be called "skill", produces a sequence of unit operations needed for successful performing of the task. The sequence is not unique and may vary from one case to another depending on e.g. the information currently available. A similar approach has been considered in [1] in the case of navigation with event maps. As an illustrative example one may consider gripping and carrying objects whose size, weight and shape are not known beforehand. The robot may first try to classify the object by remotely sensing it (like a human does), then to find out its weight by pushing it or trying to lift it, and finally finding the best gripping policy for carrying it. One may make rather easily a ministrategy, which in principle solves the problem; i.e. controls the motions properly when perceptional data is available. In practice, however, to make the strategy operational much learning or training is needed, i.e. the detailed structure of the unit operations and related parameters have to be finding out. In addition to be operational, the strategy might also further be optimized trough practicing against some proper criteria, e.g. execution time, flexibility of motions or energy conservation.
We propose an approach how to develop a robot control system for skilled tasks. The testing robot is WokPartner, shown in Fig. 1 , introduced earlier in FSR 2001 [2] . WorkPartner is an interactive service robot designed to work mainly outdoors. It is a centaur-like mobile platform, which has a human-like two-hand manipulator. The human-robot interface utilizes cognitive properties of both the human operator and the robot. It means that communication between the two entities utilizes perception and understanding of the presence where they both currently exist. The communication is done through a virtual model representing geometrical features of the surrounding world augmented by an object data base representing physical and conceptual objects [3] .
The ideas presented in the paper are demonstrated by a task where the robot surveys and map an unknown area, which includes holes marked with colored signs. At each hole it locates the hole in the local coordinate system and probes it with a stick-like sensor. The task imitates measuring the 3D characteristics of a drill hole field in a mining or construction work site. 
Control architecture of the robot
The overall control architecture of WorkPartner is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The architecture allows highly interactive operation between the user and the robot. The user introduces tasks by the aid of a high level language (WoPa-language in the figure). The syntax of the language includes commands and objects that are related to the "presence" meaning in this case the physical environment, objects in it and their possible attributes. The objects can be either physical objects or targets for operations focusing to certain area of the physical world. The presence is modeled as an object database, which can be illustrated as a 2D map showing the objects in their positions. Objects are boxes of different size, which carry a nametag and list of content. The size of the box is related to the size of the object(s) it covers. The program called "manager" interprets the message of the user and plans the actions needed to execute the tasks. The output of the plan is a sequence of commands of an intermediate language which controls the actions of different subsystems of the robot [4] . The intermediate language consists of a set of commands, which are executed in a certain controllable way. They may utilize measurements from several sensors during execution. A different combination of these commands enables the robot to perform complex and simultaneous tasks with the platform and the manipulator.
Illustrative examples on interactive tasks
Let us consider two examples of interactive tasks, which can be performed in the above control architecture. First a simple one. The robot can follow the operator when it recognizes him/her from a color coat by using the head camera and the laser scanner on its chest. The operator wears a color coat as a part of the HRI to be identifiable as the user of the robot. The robot measures the current direction to operator by tracking him/her by the camera and finds the current distance by the scanner. The user command "follow me" is interpreted and the corresponding action is planned as two intermediate language commands "find target" and "follow target". "Find target" start camera scan to find targets with a specific color around the robot. When finding one it fixes to that target. The specific color is the one of the operator's jacket, which is defined as a rare color in the color map to make it different from other colors in the surrounding. "Follow target"-command moves the robot when the operator moves, so that a certain distance between them remains.
Fig. 2. Overall control architecture of WorkPartner robot
A much more complicated task is picking up an object. The user command could be "fetch the ball", which includes the action part "fetch" and the object part "ball". When the planner start making the plan for execution the command the action part is first interpreted so that the robot has to go to the place where the ball is, take it and bring it back to the user. Next the object "ball" has to be identified, which means that it is recognized in the presence. The simplest case is that there is only one object named "ball" and its position is known, i.e. the box including the object "ball" exists in the presence model. Then the planner needs to plan only the route to the box and after that the gripping operation, which in this case is easy because a ball shape object can be gripped from every direction. The ball has to be find, however, either by the camera or the laser scanner before the gripping can be controlled. So, the planner initiates these sensors when closing the area where the ball is. The situation is more complicated, if there is more than one ball in the presence database or the position is not known. Then the robot has to go to the interactive mode and ask more information from the user. Suppose the position is not known exactly and the user gives it in the form "near lamppost", where the lamppost is a known object in the presence. The planner first plans the route to the lamppost and then starts searching task to find the ball. The overall plan, which takes into account all alternatives, can be made rather easily. Conversion to a sequence of intermediate language commands can be also made, but in this case only on-line during execution, because the plan includes several branching points and loops, which depends on the observed data. The intermediate language controller monitors the execution of the commands and prohibits the actions that possibly could harm the robot.
Learning and performing skilled tasks
The control architecture allows performing of skilled task and learning by implementing such features into the structure of the planner. The underlying idea is that skilled tasks are represented as executable sub-plans, which are joined to the master plan, when the task is called. A subplan is a dedicated procedure for the skilled task, which is trained separately under the supervision of the operator or under a reinforcement learning procedure. Each sub-plan is represented as a chain of automatically controlled unit operations, which are executed interactively under the robot perception system. Learning is directed both to the structure of the chain and to the parameters of the unit operations. In the current version of the control architecture the planner includes only explicitly solved (planned with all alternatives) individual commands of the WoPa-language.
Several classical methods and approaches are available for learning/training in the systems theory, but most of them are not feasible in tasks considered here. The problem is that the kinematics/dynamics of mobile robots operating in unstructured 3D environment are complicated and the number of unit operations needed for skilled tasks may vary and is usually relatively high. Motions during execution of a task are too complicated and cannot be described with a unique accurate enough mathematical model. Every task, when executed, is an individual operation in details. The parameter space for learning should be able to describe at the same time both the execution strategy of the task and tuning of individual motion trajectories. Learning methods, which are based on optimizing the parameters of the input-output mapping (like Neural Nets), are not feasible, because structural changes in the behavior cannot be easily considered. A quite feasible approach for such complex optimization problems is evolutionary learning based on genetic algorithms or similar methods. Genetic algorithms allow direct searching in parameter space, which may describe the original input-output relation in a complex nonmathematical way. It suits well for configuring the program blocks executing the mini-strategy of a skilled task. A central thing is to choose a proper fitness function. There are many alternatives, for example execution time or the number of trials and errors needed for a successful execution. It looks like that the execution time is much favored among biological creatures and it is also easy to calculate in the case of robots. However, constrains like power and perceptive resources have to be taken always into account.
Learning by genetic algorithms is based on guided stochastic searching, which might need several tens of generations to become close enough to a sensible solution. With a robot it means that most of the parameter sets at the beginning of searching do not generate a sensible behavior. Although irrelevant parameter combinations (chromosomes) are relatively easy to strike out by observing the behavior of the robot the time needed might be too large for practical use. To make starting of learning, feasible teaching with the operator can be used. This means that the operator run trough the mini-strategy of the task and selects the initial generation by finding such parameter sets most of which produce a sensible behavior and allow execution of the task within a finite time. The genetic algorithm is then used only for fine-tuning of the parameter sets. When making the crossover operation fixed schemata can be applied to guarantee that irrelevant behaviors are not run across too often.
As an illustrative example let us consider a "picking a box"-task. The robot does know only that the object is box-type, not its size or weight. The task is initially designed to larger objects, which can be gripped and carried between the hands, as illustrated in Fig 1. The robot initializes the task when it is close enough the place, where it supposes the box exists, by starting finding it. Box-like objects can be find easily by camera. Camera searching includes a few parameters, like scanning sector and speed, matching model parameters, etc. In the case the object is not found, further instructions are asked from the operator. The next step is to approach the object to a proper distance from a proper direction. For this purpose the laser scanner is first used. The size and pose (position + attitude) with respect to the robot can be determined. Most probably the robot has to look the object from a couple of different directions, which demands motion relative to the object. Using a standard pattern, which includes a few parameters, like distances, angles and speeds, can do this. After getting a more precise idea about the box the next step is to approach it for gripping. This can be done again with a standard procedure, which includes the approaching speed as the main parameter. The local terrain might be different in different cases and the speed needs to be adjusted for the current situation. The starting speed is the maximum one leading to successful performance during the learning process. In addition, some maneuvering might be needed to get the robot to the right direction for gripping. The gripping is done by clamping the box between the hands using a preset force. Now, because the weight is not known, gripping might fail if the box is too heavy. Two possibilities exist to continue the task. In the case, the robot can lift the box, but hands are slipping, the clamping force might be increased until the box is firmly gripped. In the case, the box is too heavy for the back joint, which is weak like the one of humans, the robot might try lifting by using simultaneously the leg and back joints (Halme et al, 2003) . The mini-strategy includes in this case five microtasks, which can be programmed and controlled by certain key parameters.
A case study
As a case study, we have studied a surveying problem, which includes a probing action at each found target location. The problem can be considered in a more generic framework as a "search and probe"-problem, where certain types of objects are being searched in a limited environment, located and studied in details. It simulates e.g. surveying a drill hole field in a construction or open query site. A drill hole pattern has to be drilled before explosives are loaded and the rock is exploded. In the modern construction and mining technology the dosage of explosives and consequently resulting rock separation can be made very accurate provided the geometry of the drill hole pattern is known in 3D. For this purpose the geometry of drilled holes should, however, be measured and an accurate enough map of the drill field created. This has to be done after drilling because drill holes can make unpredictable trajectories inside the rock. The problem under studying is how the necessary surveying operation, i.e. accurate location of the holes and measuring of their 3D profile, could be made by a mobile service robot instead of a man. Searching and measuring are skilled tasks, because the terrain on which the robot moves can vary considerably and each hole has to be found and measured in spite of difficulties related to individual holes. The WorkPartner robot is not an optimal robot for this tasks, but it could do it in practice. The results presented below are, however, from laboratory tests only.
When converting the exploration and surveying operation to the robotic scenario we get roughly the following task description. First the robot has to move to the field and find a proper corner of the drill field where to set the local co-ordinate origin. This is pointed by the operator who transports the robot to the field. The drilled holes are covered by plastic hubs with red color. The operator places cylindrical passive beacons around the field (places not fixed nor measured) to help the local SLAM operation done by the aid of a laser scanner. The robot explores the field, finds the holes and measures each of them by the aid an inertial probe. The probe is a sticklike device, which has to be put in the hole, let it go down to the bottom and lift it then up. The 3D-profile measurement is done during the down and up going movement of the probe. The map of the drill field is made in the local co-ordinate system. The holes are found by the aid of the head camera of the robot. The head also includes a range laser (parallel to the camera) by which the hole coordinates can be transferred to the manipulator base coordinate system. The laser range scanner at the breast of the robot is used for localize the robot and the holes in the local coordinate system. The beacons, which are set manually around the drill field, can be recognized by the laser scanner. Surveying is based on a SLAM algorithm, which utilizes laser odometry and simultaneous position estimation of the beacons and the robot. The 3D-probing operation is done by the aid of a special inertia probe (not used in this study). The scenario includes three skilled tasks. One is finding the holes, other is to localize them and the third one is to make the probing operation. Probing includes approaching a hole, placing the probe into the hole and performing the measurement.
Finding drill holes
Red plastic cones that prevent rocks to fall into hole cover all drill holes. The robot can see these cones because their color differs from the background. The sensor used for cone finding is a CCD-video camera. The recognition uses the color information of the image. The image is first changed from RGB to HSV color format. The image is then further divided into three channels, hue, saturation and value. The first channel is most important for finding the red color. Certain thresholds are set to all three channels and the combination of the corresponding images is formed resulting a binary image, in which cones can be seen as white objects as shown in Fig. 4 . The holes are drilled in the form of a pre-designed grid. The robot has to find all holes, which makes the searching task skill demanding. Because the rocky terrain might be very difficult the holes cannot be drilled always in the intended places. If a hole is not found in the place where it should be, searching must be extended to the directions, where it most probable could be found. This means extra motion with a slower speed and stopping time to time to look around. 
Measuring the position of a drill hole
The relative position of the drill hole with respect to the robot body fixed coordination system is measured with the range laser. This laser is situated next to camera on the robot head and points along the optical axes of the camera. The head is controlled with a pan-tilt unit. When there is a red cone in the image, the robot turns its head to the direction where the object situates at the center of the image. The distance of the cone from the robot is measured with range laser. When knowing the distance and pan and tilt values of the head the position of the cone in the robot body coordinate system can be calculated. All the drill holes that are found during the surveying operation are situated in a dynamic map, where the movement of the robot is shown in real time to the operator. This is done by the aid of a SLAM algorithm, which utilizes the laser scanner and artificial cylindrical landmarks set around the drill field. The SLAM-algorithm is automatic, but the cone positioning needs skilled operation because the laser beam has to hit the cone. Shooting the cone needs small head movements, which are defined by a couple of parameters.
Moving to the hole and making the measurement
When the robot comes to a hole that is not yet measured it first moves towards the hole with a preset slow speed. While moving the robot follows the red cone with the camera. A new more accurate measurement of the position of the hole is done from approximately 1,5 meters distance. Robot moves closer to the hole and measures the hole position ones more. From the latest measurement robot knows the position of the center of the hole and is able to move its hand to the place that is straight up from the hole. From this position the probe can be let down into the hole. The probe is stick-like device including inertia sensors. In laboratory tests the actual probe is replaced with a wooden stick. The robot let the probe to the hole by the aid of a winch and takes it up. What make this task skill demanding are the sequences of unit operations for approaching the hole and for setting the probe to the hole. Both have speed parameters, which have to be tuned for optimal performance.
Conclusions and discussion
Evolution of robots capable to interactive work with humans is still in its early phase. So is our study. Experiments done this far show, however, that the approach chosen to establish the cognition-based communication between the user and the robot in one hand, and to structure the skilled work by using parametrized unit operations, is fruitful. With a high level interactive interface, which utilize both the real and virtual presence, the user can easily load the robot to do work without being himself loaded too much. The structure of skilled work tasks seems also be suitable for learning during working, although we do not have enough experience on this yet.
The planner which interpretes the human -robot communication and plans the required command sequences for the robot subsystems is in key position when controlling task execution. In our present approach, learning is separated from the planner so that each skilled task is learned separately when its parameters are optimized. This is possible a clumsy way, but it allows learning in small steps and user controlled way.
WorkPartner robot is in its current state an excellent platform for experimental testing of skilled tasks. Its basic software already includes all necessary features to implement non-trivial interactive tasks with perception needs. The research done around this robot is public and can be follow from the web-site www.automation.hut.fi/IMSRI/workpartner/
